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Preface

This volume represents the proceedings of an international conference
held in Cambridge on 13–16 July 2009. It was the second such event
organised in the context of a project on philosophy in the first century
bc, which ran for the period 2005–9 with funding by the UK’s Arts and
Humanities Research Council (AHRC). It is the second such volume
to be produced. An account of the project and its work can be found
in the acknowledgements section prefacing its predecessor volume, The
Philosophy of Antiochus, edited by David Sedley (Cambridge University
Press, 2012). We are grateful to the AHRC for all the support that made
the July 2009 gathering possible, and we thank also the Faculty of Classics
in the University of Cambridge, which as well as accommodating the
project team throughout made additional financial support available on
that occasion. Myrto Hatzimichali and Roberto Polito, research associates
with the project, and Georgia Tsouni, PhD student supported to work
with the team, took responsibility for many of the nuts and bolts of the
running of the conference; we thank them warmly. The development and
implementation of its academic programming were undertaken principally
by David Sedley, as project director. The vision that launched the project,
the energy that sustained it, and the decision to devote the second of
the project’s two conferences to the subject explored in the pages that
follow were largely his, and though the rest of us made our input, I know
that the rest of the team would wish to join me in expressing our deep
gratitude for his initiative and support – and for fostering the collegial
spirit in which every aspect of the work of the project was approached and
undertaken.
This preface must, however, end on a note of sadness. We have to record
the deaths of two of the speakers at the conference: Anna Eunyoung Ju,
who died at the start of her career in March 2010, and Bob Sharples, who
died after many productive decades of distinguished work, particularly on
the Aristotelian tradition, in August 2010. Anna had revised her conference
xii
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xiii

paper and had submitted her chapter for this volume by the end of 2009;
happily, it is now published here. Bob’s paper – on Peripatetic ethics –
would have added an extra dimension to the coverage of Aristotelianism in
our period, but he was never to convert it into a book chapter. Both were
people of unforgettable integrity. All the contributors mourn their loss. We
dedicate the book to their memory.
MS, January 2012
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The first century bc was a time of new directions in philosophy. The
previous two centuries had been dominated by Stoicism, Epicureanism
and Academic scepticism, and by the Athenian philosophical schools that
fostered them. Now came a change. Particularly after the Roman dictator
Sulla’s depredations of 88 bc, Athens lost its pre-eminence, and leading
philosophers worked in other centres: Rhodes (associated particularly with
the Stoics Panaetius and Posidonius), Pergamum, Herculaneum (with its
famous Epicurean community and still more famous library) are venues
that come to mind, and above all Alexandria and Rome. There were
still Stoics and Epicureans and Academics. But what being a Stoic or
an Academic amounted to was becoming increasingly controversial. The
surviving evidence often leaves room for doubt about how various figures
whom later tradition took to be important would have wished to position
themselves relative to school labels – here not forgetting the Peripatos,
since Aristotle and Aristotelianism now start to loom larger in the historical
record than they had done since the time of Theophrastus. Plato for his part
had never fallen off philosophers’ reading lists, but the pace of attempts
to appropriate versions of Platonism or otherwise engage with Plato also
quickened.
This volume brings together a collection of papers by scholars who have
been trying to open up knowledge and understanding of the philosophy
of this period. As indicated in the Preface, all were delivered in their
original form at the final conference of the Cambridge Faculty of Classics’
AHRC project on philosophy in the first century bc. The focus was on the
reception of Plato and Aristotle – and Pythagoreanism, too, although as
will become evident, the Pythagoreanism we shall mostly be encountering
is intimately tied to readings of Plato that emphasise his Pythagorising
and mathematicising inspiration. One striking development particularly
apparent in the first century is a fresh philosophical interest in the actual
texts of Plato and Aristotle alike, something whose impact is registered more
xiv
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or less explicitly in most of the contributions to the volume. Whether in
Aristotle’s case this coincided with a new availability of copies of school
treatises by him that had long disappeared from general view remains a
matter for debate.
It is discussed in Myrto Hatzimichali’s opening chapter, which reexamines the evidence for early editorial activity on the writings of both
Plato and Aristotle. She distinguishes sharply the situation with Plato,
whose texts had been studied throughout the Hellenistic period, from that
obtaining for Aristotle, where she concludes that even if copies of the treatises were not altogether lost at that time, they were not much studied.
She distinguishes also between text-critical and similar editorial initiatives
on the one hand, for which there is evidence both before (in Plato’s case)
and during the first century (for Aristotle too), and attempts on the other
to organize both the Platonic and Aristotelian corpora. She agrees with
Jonathan Barnes that there is no basis for attributing the former kind of
activity to Andronicus of Rhodes, often wrongly typecast as Aristotle’s first
‘editor’. But she is emphatic that Andronicus’ pronouncements on the
nature of Aristotle’s writings, particularly as concerns authenticity, bookdivision, and grouping and ordering of school treatises, were decisive in
bringing order out of something like chaos, and transforming subsequent
approaches to Aristotle – not least in bringing about the eclipse of all the
more popular works that he had made widely available in his own lifetime.
Stoicised presentations of Aristotelianism, which show little sign of close
attention to Aristotle’s own writings, had been characteristic of the Hellenistic period. These continued to appear, e.g. in the writings of the Academic
Antiochus and later of Arius Didymus. Other first-century philosophers,
however, began to read and debate Aristotle’s actual texts, in what Riccardo
Chiaradonna dubs ‘post-Hellenistic’ mode: physical treatises such as de
Caelo and the Physics itself, the Nicomachean Ethics, but above all the work
we know as the Categories. Among them were Stoics and Academics, as
well as Aristotelians – though in calling them that we should not imagine
a Peripatetic orthodoxy: Aristotle seems to have been regarded by them
as a great thinker, but Aristotelians did not always find him consistent,
and they thought he sometimes got things wrong. This varied Aristotelian
terrain is surveyed and examined in Chapters 2, 3 and 4.
In Chapter 2 Chiaradonna looks first at Antiochus, then Aristo and
Cratippus, and finally Eudorus. His consideration of the evidence for
Antiochus, first in the sphere of ethics and then of epistemology, leads
to the conclusion that ‘his way of reading Aristotle’ – if we assume he
did read some actual Aristotle – ‘definitely did not focus on close textual
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interpretation of the treatises’. Chiaradonna contrasts in particular the
treatment of the Peripatetic ‘double criterion’ of knowledge (the school
was taken to acknowledge both sense-perception and thought as windows
on truth) in Sextus Empiricus, which must rely on a source other than Aristotle’s text, conceivably Antiochus, and in Porphyry, where the ‘Aristotelian
exegetical background of [his] account is very evident’. With Antiochus’
pupils Cratippus and Aristo he finds an interesting divergence. Whereas
‘what we know of Cratippus . . . shows no similarity with the technical
exegetical works of the early commentators’, Aristo ‘was certainly engaged
in a detailed interpretation of Aristotle’s school treatises’, notably the Categories. Eudorus, too, seems to have focused in his engagement with Aristotle
on the interpretation of particular passages in the treatises, including once
again the Categories, where we are told that he proposed aporiai and objections to specific aspects of Aristotle’s theories of quality and of relatives:
probably not in the spirit of total rejection, but rather with the aim of
revising ‘some details of Aristotle’s views in order to integrate them in his
overall Platonic-Pythagorean project’ (see further Bonazzi’s discussion in
Chapter 8). With Boethus also grappling in this period with the text of the
Categories, it might look as though a decisive shift of focus had taken place.
But Chiaradonna notes that the swell of interest in the school treatises
evidenced for the first century bc appears to have abated in the decades
that followed, not regaining impetus until the second century ad.
So far the volume has been engaged in history of philosophy. Those
who relish philosophical argument for itself, as it may be prompted
by problems in the text of Aristotle, will find intriguing material in
Chapters 3 and 4 (by Marwan Rashed and Andrea Falcon), excavated from
the evidence for Boethus and Xenarchus respectively, two especially interesting, independent and original Aristotelian philosophers of our period.
In Chapter 3 Rashed explores Boethus’ Categories-based doctrine, radical
in its implications, of the primacy of individual material substance. He
shows how Boethus then grapples with the relation of form to matter if
(as he claimed) substance is the composite of the two, and with the related
problem of what ontological status form can then be supposed to have.
This takes him into the way Boethus tackled the ‘in’ relation, apparently
in light of the chapter on ‘in’ in Book 4 of the Physics and of consequential
reflection on how the category of ‘having’ (with complications about its
relation to the category of the ‘relative’) is to be understood. He then looks
at some passages in which Alexander two centuries or more later seeks with
no less ingenuity to defend the substantiality of form against an alternative
Aristotelian view of it (which, he argues, can only be Boethus’), and how
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Alexander requires in the end ‘a non-canonical . . . scheme of predication,
according to which the form is the subject and the matter what the form
needs to have in order for it to exist as a form’. Finally, Rashed considers
further ramifications of Boethus’ own position. He asks what principle of
individuation Boethus could have opted for if he is to delimit this man,
or this horse, non-arbitrarily as a subject. Rashed suggests that he avoided
specifying what form actually was, speaking of its categorical status in a
way that at any rate leaves it without any strong role to play in individuation; and – on the basis of Boethus’ attack on the Stoic doctrine of
relatives – that ‘he worked with a very relaxed notion of what it is to be an
object, which permitted him to bypass the difficulty of having his subjects
not substantially constituted by their forms’. ‘Boethus’ whole enterprise’,
he concludes, ‘amounted to curtailing the ontological realm as far as he
could . . . using the tools of Aristotle’s Categories alone.’
Xenarchus has often been seen as a dissenting voice within the Peripatetic
tradition – die innere Opposition, in Paul Moraux’s phrase – on the basis
of his critique, reported by Simplicius, of Aristotle’s thesis that the heavens
are made of a special simple body, unique to them: the fifth body, the fifth
element, quinta essentia, identified as aether. Exploiting evidence of Xenarchus’ philosophical efforts in ethics as well as the physics and mathematics
of motion, Falcon in Chapter 4 argues that that interpretation rests on an
unproven and unlikely premise: the assumption that in the first century bc
there already was an Aristotelian orthodoxy – and a consensus that the
right way to be an Aristotelian was to expound a version of what one took
Aristotle to be saying, rather than to try and improve on him while still
accepting the broad outlines of his approach to philosophical understanding. In developing the case for seeing Xenarchus as undertaking a project
in this alternative spirit, Falcon devotes most of the chapter to his critique
of the theory of simple linear and circular motions worked out in de Caelo,
and to the positive doctrine of natural motion he seems to have wanted to
put in its place. More specifically, after reporting on the whole battery of
objections levelled against Aristotle’s claims about the natural motions of
physical bodies, he exploits Xenarchus’ distinction between being a simple
body and becoming a simple body to suggest that for him fire accordingly
only really is fire when it has reached its natural place – and does not then
lose its mobility, but manifests it in a different and more perfect form,
namely circular motion. From a passage in Julian, Falcon goes on to extract
the further positive claim that the celestial body moving in a circle is the
cause of the union of matter and form in hylomorphic compounds. The
overall upshot is that there is no need for a fifth element to account for
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the nature and movement of the heavenly bodies, nor for the consequential
generative processes in the sublunary world: celestial fire will suffice. As
for ethics, Falcon points to Xenarchus’ and Boethus’ rewriting of Aristotle’s claims about self-love in terms of the Hellenistic notion of the prôton
oikeion, ‘the first object that is appropriate’, i.e. to natural desire: once
again, engaging closely with his text, and this time sticking fairly closely to
Aristotelian doctrine – but improving upon it.
As our chapters on the reception of Aristotle attest the prominence of
the Categories in the first century bc, so many of the chapters in the volume
devoted to Plato and Pythagoreanism are also preoccupied to a greater or
lesser extent with the interpretation of one particular text: in this case the
Timaeus. The Stoic Posidonius’ interest in Plato’s tripartite psychology is
well known. Anna Ju in Chapter 5 considers the less familiar comments,
hard to construe, that Posidonius made about the Timaeus’ account of
the ontological status of the soul. She rejects the commonly held view
that Plutarch, on whom we rely here, provides evidence for Posidonius’
deviation from a standard Stoic conception of soul, and at the same time
illustrates his evolution into a Platonist or at least an ally of Platonists in
taking ‘divisible being’ as matter, and in turn as a corporeal constituent of
the world soul. This would require the presumption that he took the soul
as described by Plato to be in some degree corporeal: which ‘seems just
implausible’. One thing she thinks will have attracted him to the Timaeus
passage is its talk of ‘divisible being coming to be in relation to bodies’
(Tim. 35a), where she suspects the connotations of the preposition used
here (perª t sÛmata) might have suggested that Plato had in mind the
surface round a body, and that so far from supposing that Plato construed
this limit as corporeal, he will have seen the text as congruent with what was
probably his own view, that limits are incorporeal – without surrendering
general commitment to Stoic materialism.
Posidonius evidently went on to offer some form of mathematical or
mathematicising explanation for the Platonic soul, as intermediate between
the intelligible and the sensible. A key point here is that for him the dialogue
was essentially a Pythagorean text. There is evidence that he was particularly
interested in mathematical cognition: not only does preoccupation with
the logic of mathematics bulk quite large in the evidence, but he speaks
in a Pythagorising vein of limits, hebdomads, and the even and the odd,
drawing on these in accounts of the formation of surfaces, arctic circles, the
tides, and time marked by the lunar orbit (Fr. 291, seemingly part of a comment on the Timaeus). And Ju points to the disproportionate length of the
Pythagorean section in Sextus Empiricus’ treatment of the criterion of
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truth (M 7. 92–109), where like other scholars (but not A. A. Long:
cf. pp. 144–5 below) she sees Posidonius as the likely source. In stressing the importance of reason in Stoic epistemology, Ju argues, Posidonius
probably claimed a pedigree in the Pythagorean mathematising interpretation of reason he took to be shaping the Timaeus account of the soul,
without thereby committing himself to a doctrine of its incorporeality.
Although he apparently accepted that such a heritage framed the questions
which it was natural for his own thought to pursue, his history-rewriting
was ultimately undertaken as part of a Stoic project in at least selective
appropriation – not unlike earlier Stoic theorising: one thinks for example
of Cleanthes’ use of Heraclitus in his Hymn to Zeus.
Chapter 6 turns to the medical theorist Asclepiades, who originated in
Bithynia, although his career also took him for a period to Rome. Roberto
Polito examines his elusive doctrine of ‘jointless masses’, an idea he seems
expressly to have appropriated from Heraclides Ponticus, a candidate for
the succession to the headship of the Academy at the death of Speusippus in
339 bc, and a writer of Pythagorean tendency who hailed from the same part
of the world as himself. Why a thinker like Asclepiades, who emerges from
the evidence as a theorist committed to solely materialist explanations,
should attempt to rework a concept invented by a philosopher of quite
different cast of mind, for whom the immortality of the soul seems to have
been an important tenet, has always been found rather mystifying. Polito
reviews some of the answers to the puzzle so far offered in the scholarly
literature, and points out the difficulties in I. M. Lonie’s views on the
matter in particular. He thinks Lonie right, however, in pointing to Plato’s
Timaeus as a source of inspiration for Heraclides. He argues that Heraclides’
‘jointless masses’, probably a doctrine placed in the mouth of Empedocles in
one of his philosophical dialogues, were very likely conceived as indivisible
geometrical magnitudes such as were posited by Platonists of that same
era (the latter part of the fourth century bc), echoing what they took to
be the geometrical atomism of the Timaeus. And his conclusion is that
Asclepiades’ appropriation of the idea of ‘jointless masses’ must be seen
not as homage to Heraclides, but rather as a challenge to Platonist modes of
explanation as represented in the thought of one of their most prominent
early exponents. He will have been deliberately substituting material for
geometrical particles, just as in the medical sphere he gave mechanistic
causes for the sorts of ‘miraculous’ recoveries for which Heraclides had
invoked supernatural explanations.
The Timaeus has been seen in some previous scholarship, notably by
A. -J. Festugière, as an important model for the Pythagorean Commentaries
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of the polymath antiquarian Alexander Polyhistor, a work no less puzzling
in its way than Asclepiades’ theory of ‘jointless masses’. It is the subject
of A. A. Long’s study in Chapter 7, which offers the reader inter alia
an exercise in literary detection. While not denying exploitation of the
Timaeus, Long finds also an extraordinary range of Presocratic, medical
and Stoic ingredients – as well as other Platonist ones – in what he takes
to be a learned scholarly concoction of our period, comparable in some
ways (but not, for example, in its use of Attic rather than Doric dialect,
nor in the variety of sources on which it draws) with the pseudonymous
treatises that were attributed to early Pythagoreans, bearing little relation
to any living Pythagorean tradition, and making no discernible impact on
contemporaneous philosophy at Rome, where Alexander spent his mature
years (c.80–60 bc). Just because the Pythagorean Commentaries stands apart
from the rest of surviving ‘Pythagorean’ literature, it is ‘of exceptional
interest’, as Diogenes Laërtius evidently judged in making it the doctrinal
core of his entire account of Pythagoreanism in Book 8 of his Lives of the
Philosophers.
The opening of the doxography which the Commentaries constitute
sets out first principles – a Monad, which then acts upon an Indefinite
Dyad as its matter, from which in turn are generated numbers and other
mathematical entities, and in the end the entire created universe (at this
point echoes of the Timaeus are indeed detectable, but of Stoic doctrine
too). Long suggests that this scheme, evidently based on those produced by
Plato’s immediate successors in the Academy if not indeed by Plato himself,
must precede in date the sort of Pythagorising system developed e.g. by
Eudorus, who like later Platonists distinguishes a transcendent One from
the Monad that forms a pair with the Indefinite Dyad (see further Bonazzi’s
discussion in Chapter 8). But thereafter, as Alexander gets into a more
detailed account, often compressed and poorly organised, of the cosmos
and its constituents, he deploys a whole welter of ideas apparently drawn
from many different sources, Presocratic, Platonic, and post-Platonic. The
entire ingenious construction, even if there is little in it after the opening
section that sounds distinctively Pythagorean or ‘Pythagorising’, in fact
‘registers an exceptional range of reading, and some authentic information,
on the part of its author’, and as candidate for that role, who more likely
than Alexander himself?
With Eudorus in Chapter 8 we return to the Timaeus on the world
soul, again interpreted as Pythagorean doctrine, and on ultimate principles, where as Mauro Bonazzi argues Eudorus seems to have had recourse
also to the Metaphysics. He begins, however, with a discussion of the sense
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in which the label ‘Academic’, often applied to Eudorus in our sources,
is to be understood in this context, and shows that it need not mean
that he was a sceptic, but more probably indicates that he was seen as a
Platonist – as is confirmed by the great body of the evidence about his
teachings. There are much stronger affinities with Antiochus than with
Academic scepticism, in fact, although Bonazzi highlights two key differences which set Eudorus apart from him too: in method, engagement with
detailed analysis of texts, and in his historical and philosophical outlook,
strong interest in Pythagoreanism. He approaches Eudorus’ Pythagorising reading of Plato by considering his interpretation of the same passage
of the Timaeus on the world soul as Ju was dealing with in Chapter 5,
and brings out the parallels with the similarly Pythagorising treatment in
pseudo-Timaeus’ On the Nature of the Universe and of the Soul and pseudoArchytas’ On Principles. Affinities between Eudorus’ endorsement of the
early Academy’s insistence that the Timaeus upholds the eternity of the perceptible universe and its ascription to the Pythagoreans in the Pythagorean
forgeries and in doxographies are likewise emphasised. Bonazzi then takes
up ‘the most important and most intriguing’ of the extant testimonies, the
novel postulation (ascribed to the Pythagoreans) of two levels of principles,
the highest level of the One, later called arche and God, and a secondary
level of the Monad and the Dyad, later specified as stoicheia, elements.
He goes on to demonstrate how this version of ‘Pythagoreanism’ must be
drawing on both the Timaeus and on Book L of Aristotle’s Metaphysics,
the latter exploited (as in pseudo-Archytas) for its conceptual framework,
not regarded as metaphysical truth. What is ultimately most striking and
important is how it is ‘by addressing Aristotelian problems and criticisms
that Eudorus’ Platonism is shaped’, and is what ‘makes of him a legitimate
protagonist in the long history of Platonism’.
The last three chapters of the volume are devoted to examination of
Plato’s presence in Cicero’s philosophical work and outlook – or, rather
more precisely, of his engagement with the Platonist in Plato. Cicero stands
somewhat apart from the cast of Greek writers and theorists considered in
the preceding chapters, although we know that in his youth he encountered
Posidonius and sat at the feet of Antiochus. He is a Roman and a politician, who for all his devotion to philosophy always fought shy in publicly
circulated writings from identifying himself as a philosopher. Nor would
he have called himself an Aristotelian or a Pythagorean, or even without
much nuancing a Platonist: unlike any of the thinkers so far discussed,
Academic scepticism is what he professed, as David Sedley reminds us in
Chapter 9; Platonist moments in his writings are ultimately qualified by
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sceptical caution. And whereas like many of the ‘post-Hellenistic’ philosophers so far surveyed, a preoccupation with text (here Plato’s) is apparent
with Cicero too, and indeed in his case with the way Plato the supreme
philosophical stylist writes, this focus finds its expression not in editorial
activity nor in the attempt to organise the Platonic corpus, but in translation. Cicero stands at the fount of the long tradition of translation from
Greek philosophy that continues into our own day, now on a vast scale;
and he rightly represented the work he did in translation and interpretation
of the Greeks for a Roman readership as his own greatest contribution to
philosophical understanding.
Chapter 9 is devoted to a discussion of Cicero’s translation of the first
section of the Timaeus’ cosmological narrative, evidently placed in the
mouth of Nigidius Figulus, a contemporary Roman polymath and selfconfessed Pythagorean. Sedley argues inter alia for a specific proposal about
this tantalising philosophical fragment, consciously abandoned (he thinks)
by the time de Natura Deorum was being composed in the latter part of
45 bc. Noting the references in the first surviving section of the work to
a simultaneous encounter with Nigidius and with the leading Peripatetic
Cratippus, and to adoption of disputation in ‘the Carneadean fashion’, he
develops the hypothesis that Cicero’s plan was to construct an argumentum
in utramque partem between two opposed cosmologies: Plato’s creationist
theory (as Cicero interprets the dialogue), which as we have already seen is
taken in our period as a statement of Pythagorean doctrine, and Aristotle’s
doctrine of an eternal universe. Sedley goes on to defend the proposition
that Cicero’s translation is deliberately slanted so as to encourage a literalist
understanding of the creation talk in the dialogue, against the reading
championed in the early Academy and (as he takes him, unlike Bonazzi
in Chapter 8, already to be aware) revived by Eudorus. But he also finds
signs that the Latin Cicero uses is designed in Academic sceptic style to
maximise the provisionality of Timaeus’ conclusions. In short, Cicero’s
Timaeus functions as ‘both doctrinal tract and sceptic manifesto’.
A more authentic politics and a better political order, to be informed
by ethical principle, were the causes closest to Cicero’s heart, and the
subject of his first major ventures in philosophical dialogue in the
50s bc, when he composed in succession de Oratore, de Re Publica, and
de Legibus. In Chapter 10 Julia Annas looks at Cicero’s de Legibus, another
fragmentary work (although what survives is much greater in extent than
the Timaeus fragment), and like that apparently never released by its author
for circulation during his lifetime. She argues that its vision of the ultimate
purpose of law is heavily indebted to Plato’s Laws, in theoretical content,
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not just in literary form and ambition (as is often supposed), even if there
are significant differences in the way the relationship of the ideal to the
actual is conceived (not incoherently, she insists, once more against a commonly held diagnosis). Annas sets up the comparison with an exposition
of the function of the innovative ‘preludes’ to laws, as it is articulated and
effected in practice in Plato’s dialogue: that of persuading citizens that the
legislation being enacted is designed to promote the virtue on which their
happiness rests. She balances this account of the Laws with a detailed sketch
of the argument of the foundational first book of de Legibus.
Annas brings out the basis in Stoic philosophy of its thesis that law and
justice are rooted in nature, but at the same time stresses that Cicero is
‘making the same kind of claim that Plato does in the Laws, namely that
the laws of the best state will encourage virtues and the living of a virtuous
and so happy life’. The focus is not just on ‘right reason telling us what
to do and what not to do’, but on its function in ‘encouraging virtues and
discouraging vices, and as forming a way of life and the characters of the
people who live that life’. In fact Stoicism offers a fuller account than is
available in Plato of why that should be so: natural law ‘holds together
the community of rational beings in a relation of natural justice’. Cicero,
too, has his persuasive preambles (supplied before the relevant sections of
the legislative code he proposes at the start of both Book 2 and Book 3),
and he also uses the conventions of the dialogue form to emphasize the
reasonableness of his proposals. Where he differs from Plato is in claiming
both the universal applicability of the legislation and its closeness to an
actual legal system: that of Rome itself. There is no confusion here – so if
Cicero was dissatisfied with the work it should not have been because he
thought there was. He is simply supposing that Roman law, unlike other
systems, mostly gives expression to universal law, understood in Stoic terms
as the right reason of the wise. For a final comparison Annas proposes the
parallel of Philo of Alexandria, who takes Mosaic law to be a written copy
of natural law, conceived once again in Stoic terms not as a set of rules but
as fostering the virtues and a way of life lived out within its structure.
With our final chapter we move at last away from the fragments (with
Cicero’s Timaeus and de Legibus, it is true, substantial and continuous
for long stretches) and the testimonies on which so much of our understanding of philosophy in the first century bc has perforce to rest, with
all the uncertainties that come inevitably with that type of evidence. Ingo
Gildenhard in Chapter 11 offers a broadly based study of Cicero’s engagement in writings he did put into circulation with Plato’s metaphysics as
presented in the dialogues, contrasting the caution of the writings of the
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50s bc with less qualified appeal to the theory of Ideas in the productions of
45–43 bc – and reminding us in the process at once of his literary artistry
and of his political decline. Gildenhard looks first at the complexities of the
‘fiction’ of the ideal orator in de Oratore, in which Plato is both emulated
and dismissed at different points; then at the similar treatment in de Re Publica of his ideal city, which, divorced from living historical reality though it
is, nonetheless offers ‘proto-scientific insight into the laws and the logic of
politics’, enabling Scipio (the main speaker in Cicero’s dialogue) and the
author to ‘appropriate his analytic powers for their own practical purposes’;
and finally at the best code of law in de Legibus, which without comparable
equivocation ‘strategically reforms ancestral Roman law’. In these dialogues
of the 50s bc the Platonic Forms play no role. In the Orator of 46 bc, by
contrast, Cicero ‘immediately and programmatically connects the heuristic
construct’ of the ideal orator with the Idea of perfect eloquence, in a sustained and intricate passage reminiscent of the ascent to the Idea of Beauty
in the Symposium. It marks a shift in his engagement with Platonism which
is maintained in other late philosophical works, notably the introductory
treatment of the virtues in Book 1 of de Officiis, his last contribution to
philosophy and – fittingly – to philosophical thinking about the ethical
basis of politics. The passage is given an extended analysis by Gildenhard,
who points to reminiscence of that same Symposium passage, as well as
drawing attention to an explicitly signposted echo of a comparable passage in the Phaedrus. Why the change of outlook? Gildenhard proposes
a political explanation. ‘With the commonwealth crushed under the heel
of Caesar’, and ‘with historical benchmarks of perfection all but lost’, an
alternative reality is what offered itself as the best option for intellectual
resistance. Platonism – and Plato in his most sublime mode – was where,
suppressing reservations, Cicero now looked for resources. In one way or
another, the same was to become true for a great many thinking people
whose thoughts survive in writing for centuries to come.
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